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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 20, 1971

In Our ttnd Year

A freakish wind of tornadic
proportions touched down briefly
yesterday afternoon shortly after
1:00 p.m. and did considerable
damage along the Wiswell Road
just west of the Zimmerman
The Calloway County Council Heart Sunday will be observed Apartments.
from the southon Drug Education met Thursday here on Sunday, February 21, as The wind came
west and traveled generally
the
of
room
down
conference
touched
twister
the
in
the
before
his home
the high-point of the month long northward. A barn belonging to
Sheriff Clyde Steele's pony is looking forlornly at the shambles of a barn that was
Murray-Calloway County Heart Fund campaign.
Sheriff Clyde Steele was
held
LPN's
Hospital. The District
Gene McCutcheon)
(start
The volunteers will begin a
small tree was
yesterday. The tornado blew the roof off of Mrs. Frank Holcomb s barn in the background.
their meeting with the council. door-to-door solicitation at 12 destroyed and a
barn nearby
Willard Ails, chairman of the noon Sunday in an effort to give blown over. A
Mrs. Frank
to
belonging
all
nted
complime
council,
every resident of Murray a Holcomb was damaged and the
members for their participation
personal opportunity to fight the
blown two blocks
in the drug education projects. nation's, as well as Calloway tin roofing
away.
been
has
projects
the
in
Interest
County's, Number One health
damage was to two
shown throughout the state and and death hazard, heart and The worst
at the ineven in a neighboring state, Ails blood vessel diseases, according mobile homes parked
tersection of the Wiswell Road
said.
to Miss Missy Burkholder,
Chapel Church
Mrs. Barletta .Wrather, chairman of the 1971 Heart and the Martin's
Road. The small tornado aptreasurer of the council, reported Sunday Appeal in Murray.
behind a small
that the council now has more The residential canvas will parently went
n, struck
intersectio
the
at
house
for
needed
funds
a
than half the
A flash of lightning between
continue throughout the af- the first mobile home moving it
'financing the projects expected ternoon until all are given the
cloud and the earth may be more
and ruptured
than eight miles long. Scientists
to cost $350.00. Mrs. Wrather opportunity to give, according to off the foundation
mobile
Another
lines.
water
the
been
had
donations
energy
that
electrical
if
the
reported
say that,
Burkholder. and her home about forty feet further
Miss
and
received from Business
in such a flash could be harassistant, Butch Humphreys of east was turned over on its side.
Professional Women's Club, Beta
nessed, it *would light more than
Murray.
The home was reportedly not
eight million bulbs.
Sigma Phi, Police Chief James
Miss Burkholder is vice- occupied but considerable
Sunday
Moon
Brown, Lottie
preisdnt of the Panhellenic damage could be noted through
The average daily use of water in
School Class, Zeta Department
at Murray State the window of the home.
Council
the United States is 55 gal. per
Woman's Club, WNBS Radio, and
University where she is a junior Neil Thompson, who lives at
n
By
Gene
McCutcheo
Hill
person.
Civitan Club.
By David
Louisville. the corner of Doran Road and the
a nursing student from
The Murray High Tigers, after Ails announced that recently Humphreys. a sophomore at %swell Hoed said that he was.
free
a
as
thing
There is no such
received from
The Calloway County Lakers
411 sloe start. finally got the ball donation had been
Murray State, Is the executive looking out the back of his home
lunch. The most any government fell to the Ballard Memorial
quarter of the Phebian Sunday School Class vice-president of the Intersecond
the
in
rolling
at the time and his trash cans and
can give to it's citizens is that Bombers by a score of 81-51 here
Church,
Baptist
First
play and coasted to a hardwood of the
Council at Murray dog house went up into the air in a
Fraternity
which it took away from them in last night in the Lakers'
of
Turner
victory over the Lone Oak Purple Representative Tom
State
motion, then fell to the
the first place.
the Kiwanis Club announced that Approximately two hundi-ed circular
Homecoming basketball game.
Flash 75-52.
ground.
donate
would
Kiwanis
to
local
seem
the
couldn't
The Lakers
David Alexander led the
of the Panhellenic Mrs. Clyde Steele said that the
In lati Hoagy Carmichael wrote get moving against the tough
savings bonds members
Murray attack with 28 points, one of the 825.00
on Page Six)
ILontinued
a song with the title, "I'm a
winds struck the corner of the
for
defense of the Bombers and
by Rick Jones and also pay the printing bill
closely
followed
a
Old
house and she watched as the two
in
Clanky
Old
Yank
Cranky
in
given
be
to
merit
of
s
certificate
trailed for the entire game.
with 24. Johnny Williams and
To Present
Sheeks
Dr.
barns behind the home were
Tank on the Streets of Yokahama
contests.
poster
and
period,
At the end of the first
Porter McCuiston also hit in the essay
Several horses in the
destroyed.
with My Honolulu Mama Doin' the score was 17-11, Ballard. The
to
appointed
Program At University
double figures for the Tigers with Tom Turner was
the home were
behind
field
Those Beat-O-Beat Flat on My Lakers hit four out of 17 from the
businesses for
10 and 12 points respecitively. check with local
Dr. Wayne Sheeks, associate greatly disturbed over the wind
Seat-0 Hirohito Blues." This is field during the quarter and were
displaying
in
n
cooperatio
their
Alexander started off the
professor of philosophy at and resulting damage.
the longest title on record
three for three from the free
scoring with a jump shot only the posters.
Murray State University, will Metal roofing from the barn
for
throw line. Ballard hit seven of
game but the The council discussed plans
the
into
seconds
present a program entitled "The was carried by the wind along a
in
war
continuous
The longest
school programs to be
their 12 field goal attempts and
engals were held off for the next the high
Concept of Eros in Plato's path that covered more than two
history was the Hundred Years made three of their five charity
year
school
the
in
later
three minutes as the flash moved conducted
Symposium" at a meeting of the
War.It began in 1337 and ended in tosses good.
and should be able to make these Humanities Forum in Room 652-3 blocks.
LAKER QUEEN NAMED—Miss Jan Brower, daughter of Mr. in front 7-2 with less than 5
mobile home, located
1453, a total of 115 years, and was By the end of the half, the score
plans public by the next meeting. of the Education Building at 8 A third
and Mrs. Paul Brower, 1971 Calloway Cousty High School Laker minutes to play in the opening
to the other two was
adjacent
a struggle between France and
In
Ballard.
of
was 34-18 in favor
broke the ice
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 24.
apparently shaken and concrete
England caused primarily by the the first half as a whole, the Homecoming Queen. He escort in the ceremonies was Mike Kline, frame. McCuiston
SIX CITED
left to play
was awarded a blocks holding up a room at the
efforts of William the Conqueror Lakers hit on seven of their 26 son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kline. Attendants to the queen are: with a tip-in with 4:41
Six persons were cited by the Dr. Sheeks, who
grant to rear of the home were dislodged.
to establish a state which lay on field goal attempts and made Miss Jill Craig, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Craig; Miss in the quarter.
Murray Police Department Murray State research
Murray was still down by 5, 11both sides of the English Channel. their one charity throw good. Carla Elkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Elkins: Miss
night. They study Plato, did research at A television aerial on the Warner
last
and
yesterday
the quarter but
of Animal Clinic was blown over,
The Crusades extended over a The Bombers hit 13 of their 27 Debbie Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Johnson: 6, with 2:37 left in
for disregarding a stop sign, Harvard and the Library
11 straight were
of 1969. but his short wave radio tower
the
summer
in
Congress
period of almost 200 years but field goal tries and were 12 for 15 Miss Donna Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oren L. the Tigers scored
driving
license,
no operator's
Williams; and Miss Cathy Lovett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. points-6 of them layups by while intoxicated, disregarding a He was taught an upper level was apparently undamaged. The
they were really a series of nine from the free throw line.
the
holding
while
to the study of tornado struck just north of the
Williams—
Hilt
id
E.
Lovett.
Thomas
Staff Photo By Das
wars.
stop light, wrong way on one way course devoted
None of the Lakers could seem
Flash scoreless for the rest of the
Plato's dialogues for several Murray Cablevision tower also
according
speeding,
and
street,
to find their mark against the
years
Eating breakfast Friday morning
(Continued on Page Six)
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.to the citation reports.
Ballard team, and the Bombers
bird
the
at
out
looked
we
and
were soon far out of the reach of
feeder where five Squirrels were
the Calloway five.
eating and laying around the
Mike Kline led the scoring for
feeder which is supported by a
the Lakers with 12. Jerry
,
two inch steel pipe.
Assoc,atttlIF-10r----::Retzmied
Chapman netted 10 points for the
The
Calloway
orghnized on
host team.
for
Association
Retarded Children was
One Squirrel climbed the Twill The Lakers hit a game per Children held its regular meeting January 20, 1958 by parents of the
Post Oak and went out over the centage of 30 per cent from the on Tuesday, February 17, at 730 children who were mentally
top of the feeder trying to figure field and on 17 of their 57 at- p.m. at the Mental Health and deficient and handicapped
out some way to get to it.
tempts. Seventeen of their 25 free Mental Retardation Center at 702 Physically. It was . the goal of
these parents to have for their
Main Street.
(Continued on Page Six)
children the best program
Pat
D.
Orr,
president,
presided
tree,
the
down
went
finally
He
in Calloway County at
available
and
for
plans
projects
were
post,
steep
shinnied up the
discussed. Rev. John Jones was this time.
climbed up behind the feeder and
appointed membership cam- "The School of New Hope was
pushed it open with his head. He
paign chairman which will the the first school of the retarded,
where
feeder
the
then got inside
for the month of March. organized of about eight children.
project
all the seeds were and helped
Past presidents of the Kirksey
All
and members are The parents hired a teacher,
friends
himself.
Parent-Teacher Association will
urged to attend this meeting helped with lunches, and had to
be special guests at the regular
will be held on the third oversee all problems concerning
which
Originally there were some Founders'Day meeting to be held Tuesday in March at Robertson the school. This school was in
springs which held the top down by the PTA on Tuesday, School.
operation for several years.
firmly, but they succumbed to the February 23, at 130 p.m. at the The following letter has been These parents carried all the
weather and now there are no school, according to Mrs. Harold sent to persons regarding the burdens of the school on their
springs. Apparently we'll have to Fones, president.
on, and work shoulders, along with the help of
,
Entertainment will be by the history organizati
get some more springs or tie the
the Civitian Club of our comof the Association:
fifth grades, Mrs. Thyra
top down in some way.
munity.
County
Calloway
"The
Crawford and Mrs. Dan Darnell,
this
of
parents
-The
teachers. Mrs. Eugene Lamb is
school
to
talked
on
organizati
He came back down the steel pipe
scheduled to have the devotion.
officials and convinced them of
head first apparently in full
Hostesses for the social hour are
she need for these children to
command of the situation.
the fourth grade mothers, Mrs
have equal opportunity for an
Rachael Neale, teacher.
education, as did the normal
University
State
Murray
The
Those who have .served as
Lady the inside dog came around
of our community. The
Dames Club will hold its first children
the corner of the house and the president of the PTA since Its
system agreed to
sthool
city
of
the
103
spring meeting at Room
Squirrels paid her no mind organization in 1947 hate been
Robertson School
at
room
a
build
new Academic class room
whatsoever. They sensed that she Mesdames Evelyn Palmer,
for Special Education in 1965.
on
State
Murray
at
building
was no danger to them, and she Johnnie Walker, Autumn Ezell,
is running
Tuesday, February 23, at seven This program
C. C. Salmon (deceased),
was not.
children in
nine
with.
smoothly
p.m.
Howard Bazzell, Loyd Cunclass. A teacher's aid is paid for
memfor
eligible
Persons
Tattoo Stone, Superintendent of ningham, Doris Ezell, Virdon bership are all married women by the Association for this class.
Elizabethtown City Schools has Tucker, James Gray, Jim students and wives of men -Three years ago, the Day
resigned his position effective Washer, Harmon Ross, Billy students at Murray State. The Care Center for pre-school of the
June 30 of this year Stone is a Tidwell, Ray Broach; Ken dues are three dollars per mentally retarded and ban..
This vacant mobile home, owned by Jerry Pierce, was overturned by the small tornado that dipped
Harry
by parents
started
was
former District Rotary Governor Adams, James -Tucker,
dicapped
(tuff Photo by cltam: 31•Cutoto.oro
Buddy semester For transportation call
to the ground here Friday.•
and is well known by many in this Potts, Billy Smith, and
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Great Decisions

Jarring Is
The Middle East Conflict: Is
Key For A .
A Peaceful Settlement Possible? Settlement

The Almanac

By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Feb. 20,
the 51st day of 1971.
- The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
103 N 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916
The
morning
stars
are
JAMES' C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Mercury, Mars, Venus and
Jupiter.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the Western officials pin their her 18 more Phantom superso- 10 submarines in the Eastern
UNITED NATIONS )UPI)—
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beat second of eight weekly articles hopes of peace on two slender Mc jets in 1970 in addition to 50 Mediterranean, where
The evening star is Saturn.
they
Nations efforts t
United
interest of our readers.
revived
Those born on this date are
peace already sold her, an additional constitute a permanent chalin which United Press Intern- threads--the
peace
East
Middle
produce
a
under the sign of Pisces.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1509 tional reporters, all specialists mission of United Nations $500 million in military aid and lenge to the U.S. 6th Fleet.
depend on the quiet diplomacy
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.. in their fields, report on and special envoy
Gunnar
V. $200 million in economic aid The only hopeful sign in the
On this day in history:
of Gunnar V. Jarring, but In 1800 the U.S. Supreme
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
assess great decisions facing Jarring and the obvious reluc- during 1971.
Middle East is the return to
organiworld
the
diplomats
of
the world in 197L This week, lance of either side to end the Finally, Israel bowed to more stable conditions in
Court ruled that the power of
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
wonder how long Egypt
ceasefire.
strong U.S. pressure and Jordan, where King Hussein's zation
the federal government was no
the Mideast crisis.
transmission as Second Class Matter
produce a
Jarring Works Tirelessly
agreed on Dec. 28, 1970, to forces crushed the Palestianian will give him to
greater than that of any
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 35e, per
the first months after the return to the negotiations. They guerrillas in 10 days of bloody formula to its liking.
In
individual state in the union.
year,
$5.50;
counties,
per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
1967 war Jarring, a Swedish resumed on Jan. 5 this year, civil war last September The Jarring's mediation does not In 1872 the Metropolitan
Zones 1 & 2, 813.00; Elsewhere $16.00. AD service subscriptions $8.00. UPI Chief European Corres
diplomat, shuttled tirelessly although in the form of separate guerrillas no longer are consi- depend on existence of a formal Museum of Art in New York
dent
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is ths
between Israel, the
Arab meetings by Jarring with the dered a serious military threat Arab-Israeli ceasefire. Short of City was opened to the public.
Integrity of its Newspaper"
More than three and a ha capitals and U.N. headquarters Israelis and Arabs.
to the Middle East peace.
full scale warfare, he is In 1938 Anthony Eden reyears after Israel crushed he in New York. Jarring made no
No Compromise Seen
For the United States and expected to continue his super- signed . as British Foreign
Arab neighbors in the lightnin headway, neither did sirnui- So far there is little indication
other Western countries the vision of indirect talks regard- Secretary to protest the "apsix day war of June, 1967—a taneous effort at the U.N. by either side
is
ready
to main interest is lasting peace. less of the status of the peasement" policy of Prime
in fact, after nearly a quart the ambassadors of the United compromise.
But, as Frank Giles, foreign ceasefire now extended to Minister Neville Chamberlain
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
century of unremitting wars States, Britain, France and the
But there are factors now editor of the London Sunday March 7.
toward Nazi Germany.
and tensions—peace in the Soviet Union.
that did not exist in 1967. Times, wrote after a recent
In 1962 astronaut John Glenn
Middle East appears as elusi
Deaths reported are Rayburn McDougal, age 47, Mrs. Emma
By early 1970 fighting along Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Middle East tour, "The first The Swedish diplomat's peace landed safely after three orbits
as
ever.
Sue Stone, age 8/, Mrs. Commodore Orr, age 62, and Miss Pansy
. the Suez Canal between Israel Nasser died Sept. 28, 1970. impression is that something effort is given a better chance of the earth.
Even as this is written full and Egypt had erupted again Western eimerts believe his
Jones, age 43.
not far short of a miracle will be of success than the roughly A thought for today: Poet
Mrs. Mildred Hodge, representing Corvette Lanes, won the scale fighting between the on a major scale. It was successor, Sadat, would gladly needed if a lasting peace is to parallel effort of the Big Four— John Greenleaf Whittier said
young
Jewish
state,
born
in
championship of the upper brackets in the Channel 6 Bowling
accompanied by deep penetra- switch some of Egypt's slim
achieved in the near future U.S., U.S.S.R., Britain and "For all sad words of tongue
1948, and the angry Arab states lion raids by the Israeli air economic resources towards be
Tournament in Paducah.
France—ambassadors. The am- and pen, the saddest are these:
between Arabs and Israelis."
which surround her, could erupt force into the Egyptian Nile solving his country's critical
The American Legion and Legion Auxiliary will observe
bassadors. The ambassadors It might have been."
again
at
any
moment.
Americanism month in February with a dinner at the 'Mangle
Delta heartland. These were
internal problems. But they
have met secrety 55 times, the
4
Egyptian
Feb.
When
on
Restaurant. Mrs. Claude Anderson will be in charge of the
halted only when the Soviet believe he also feels unable to
last meeting on Feb. 12, with REEVES ELECTED
President Anwar Sadat an- Union rushed SAM2 and SAM3 show himself less belligerent
program.
NEWYORK (UPI)—Dan
up
the aim of drawing
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Sunrise At Campobello" nounced his agreement to a 30. antiaircraft missiles with Rus- than Nasser.
"guidelines" for Jarring. But Reeves, running back and
clay
extension
of
a
90
-day
starring Ralph Bellamy as Franklin Roosevelt and Greer Gerson
It is far more honorable for
sian crews to bolster Egypt's
with the United States firmly assistant coach of the Dallas
ceasefire which went into effect helpless air defenses. Soviet us to die while defending our
as Eleanor Roosevelt.
of
the
National
backing Israel and the Soviet Cowboys
last August and was extended pilots appeared at the same land than to live on our knees
Union as staunchly aligned with Football League, has been
another 90 days in November, time in MIG fighters in Egypt's in surrender to the conditions of
Egypt, observers aren't very elected a corporate member of
Israel made no formal commit- skies.
the United States and Israel,"
optimistic for a Big Four the Muscular Dystrophy Associment to the same extension but
ation of America.
Rather than risk a direct Sadat has said.
success.
pledged she would not be the conflict with Russia, Israel The Soviet Union has stepped
Nor is much progress looked
resume
firing.
first to
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
called off her air offensive,
up its stake in the Middle East.
for from the U.N. Security
In 1967 Israel and the Arabs
On June 19, 1970, U.S. Western officials estimate
Council, which Israel mistrusts
waged their short war without Secretary of State William P. there are between 14,000 and
for what it considers a string of
outside
invervention.
WashingDeaths reported are Mrs. T. R. ) Bethel Blalock, age 82, and J.
Rogers proposed the so-called 20,000 Soviet troops in Egypt
pro-Arab decisions. There has
ton and Moscow agreed on their "Rogers plan," calling for a 90- today. Moscow has armed
T. (Tom) Gregory, age 70.
been talk the Arabs might
"hot
line"
to
stay
out.
Open 7 pm Nitely plus 1 pm
Murray Training School received a superior rating at the
day ceasefire and resumption Egypt with jet fighters, tanks,
summon a special session of
But
a
renewal
of
the
conflict
Saturday and Sunday
Regional Dramtic Festival of the Kentucky Amateur Drama
artillery and antiaircraft rockof peace talks. Its aim was
the General Assembly unless
League at Murray State College. Cast members were Barbara in 1971, Western officials agree, get the two sides to stop ets and virtually taken over her
Adm., 1.75 & .75
Jarring produces some results
Ashcraft, Ruth Rowland, Julia Fuqua, Marlene Swami, Donald would bring far greater dangers shooting and to start talking entire air defense.
soon, but most U.N. diplomats
for 'Dolly'
to
world
peace,
by
bringing
Hughes, Charles Boggess, Eugene Bailey, and Billy Jackson.
before the Middle East conflict The Soviets note keep an
feel such a meeting would
about a direct confrontation
Mrs. C. S. Lowry is director.
combat
ships
and
a
big
power
confrontaaverage
of
30
sparked
produce little but a propaganda
Tonite thru Tue.
the
two
nuclear tion. Much to the surprise of
Tom Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams of Mayfield, between
debate.
superpowers,
the
United
Staes
formerly of Murray, has been promoted to a corporal in the Air
many seasoned diplomats, both
The question that bothers the
and the Soviet Union. Both are
Force. He is at Tacoma, Wash.
sides accepted and Jarring
U.N. 'poet is how long Egypt,
involved infinitely more deeply resumed his peace talks at the
Mrs. Bun Swami was speaker at the Founder's Day program
with its newly Soviet-developed
than in 1967.
held by the Lynn Grove PTA.
United Nations.
muscle, will put up with a
Israel
Twofold Interest
Almost immediately
ceasefire situation while Israel
United States interest is pulled out, charging Egypt had
continues to occupy all the
By PETER D. LYNCH
twofold: To prevent total Soviet taken advantage of the ceaseterritories it took in the June,
TEL AVIV, Israel (UPI)—
East,
Middle
of
the
domination
fire to push SAM2 and SAM Israel for months has been
1967, war.
where America has a multibil- missiles Closer to the Su
states looking forward to 1971 as the
and
investment,
dollar
oil
lion
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Canal. The United
year of negotiation that possito. honor what amounts to at confirMed this charge.
bly might bring peace to the
the
moral
guarantee
of
least a
20o COW FO)
compensate for the Middle East.
To
Deaths reported are Mrs. Signora Horatio Duncan, age 101, survival. of the state of Israel. strategic disadvantage under
WALTER
BARBRA
returning to peace
But
since
Moscow's immediate goal is
Mrs. Sarah Ann Darnell, age 84, F. U. Ross of Vildo, Tenn., and
MA'1111A121
which Israel suddenly found talks under United Nations
STREISAND
to prevent Israel from once herself, Washington promised
Mrs. R. A. Nants,age 67,of Gleason, Tenn.
V.
Gunnar
special envoy
West Kentucky civic leaders will meet here February 24 to again humiliating and crushing
cabinet ministers have
Jarring
discuss the possible enactment of legislation to permit cities of the Russia's client states in the
warned the Israeli people
state to contract for TVA power and to consider the possibility of Middle East, which she has
repeatedly that while talking
1967
war
to
persuading the TVA to build a "Highline" to the Kentucky Dam in rearmed since the
peace the country must remain
the near future.
the tune of more than $3 billion.
,1 at 7:10 & 9:45:1 Plus
geared for war.
Missess Mary Ann Jenkins, Marjorie Arnett, Phyllis Farmer, Its longer term objective is to
Prime Minister Golda Meir
& 3:45 Sat & Sun
make Russia the dominant
and Peggy Turner won awards in the Bundles for Britain
set the tone in a speech to the
power in the Middle East, the
"Sweetheart" contest held here.
Knesset ) parliament) Dec. 29,
Mediterranean and the Indian
Dr. John W. Carr, president emeritus of Murray State College
1970. She said; "We shall take
and senior past president of the American Association of School Ocean, as evidenced by the
/Or
part in the talks in a sober
By
recent
Soviet
naval
buildup
in
RAYMOND:
WILKINSON
Administrators, will attend the 25th annual meeting of the
THEATP.,
without illusions, in a
attitude,
CAIRO 1U PI)—Although reAmerican Association of Teachers Colleges at Atlantic City,N.J., these areas.
to examine every prosThe issues themselves have newed war with Israel remains desire
February 21-fl.
Tonne thru Tut.
however slight, which "THIS SURE BEATS WALKING, LAFAYETTE," says
a constant threat, the Egyptian pect,
remained almost unchanged.
peace."
Napoleon, in the driver's seat of a borrowed motorbike, in this
man in the street has never had might bring
The Arabs still demand
The real crunch in Jarring's scene from Walt Disney Productions' "The Aristocats," new
withdrawal by Israel from it so good.
mission will come when feature-length cartoon set in Paris circa 1910 about a family Of
every inch of territory she
He has money in his pocket, peace
question of Israeli withdra- cats that Inherits a fortune. In color by Technicolor, "The
conquered in 1967 as well as vegetables, meat, fruit and the
occupied Arab land is Aristocats" features the voice talents of Phil Harris, Eva Gabor,
An Ingo Preminger Production
freedom for an estimated two consumer goods readily availa- wal from
Sterling Holloway, Pat Buttram, George Lindsey, Hermione
Calor by DE 1.11XE.
to 2.5 million Arab refugees to ble and cheap. S start has been negotiated.
He bath sent me. .to set at liberty them that are braised.—
actions over the past• Baddeley, Roddy Mande-Roxby, Nancy Kulp and Ruth Buzzi. Co
Pariavisiong
return to their former homes made to implement promised Israel's
Luke 4:18.
have indicated produced by Winston Hibler and Wolfgang Reitherman, who also
years
two
reforms
in
and lands in what is now the
everything from
1
Yes, we are our brother's keeper
clearly she intends to give up directed this Buena Vista release.
1111111111111.1141111111111111111111111111110
.
state of Israel or to be transportatton to education.
the 1Vow_ebtring.at Salem Cinema Irhra
Late Show
y any standards this pro- little of the Gaza Strip,
'rue 2-83
compensated by Israel for
the freiVbfinh
gress has been modest. By sinaf-F*Itisula,
loss.
1:30 p.m.
Jordan
River or the
the
of
Israel continues to demand a Western standards most EgypHeights.
Golan
Syrian
peace treaty giving her what tians still live in poverty, with
Israeli
settlements
by Carl Riblet Jr.
she describes as "permanent, 70 per cent of the population Seven
established along the
been
have
Just in case there are any young people of voting
still
secure and recognized boundailliterate and many earning
More than half a dozen
ries," coupled with freedom of less than 25 piasters 60 cents) Jordan.
age who do not know what marriage is, you can say
settlements are flourishing on
a
day.
navigation
for
her
ships
through
to them that it is the means to eat, to drink and to
Heights. A settlement
1I1 .1
Ala111,11
-SaVlasV l;• 14`11,0sCAfl
the Suez Canal and through the
Recent advances, however the Golan
sleep together and to pay somebody else's bills no
Gaza
in
the
set
up
was
recently
Sat & Sun coat from 2:15
Sat & Sun cont from 2:00
Gulf of Aqaba to her southern modest they have been, repreare two others in
matter how mad at them you are.
port of Eilat. Without this she sent a sharp contrast to the Strip. There
Northern Sinai, a third is
"( Marriage) The most expensive way to get
austere
refuses
to
budge
years
when
from
her
the
home
No One Under 18
your
front was ignored as the late planned for occupied Hebron on
conquests.
laundry done."
bank.
west
Admitted
Jordan's
the
In the search for solutions, President Gamal Abdel Nasser
—Charles Jones
currently
Late show every Fri. & Sat.
immersed himself in the war Israeli engineers
ft/11.-14C1tV 10011Del•
Nin• CAHOON.',MUM
highway
night beginning Feb. 26.
against Israel and other pana- are constructing a
of
shores
western
the
around
rabic goals.
While the trembling peace the Dead Sea and another
port
lasts, the new government linking the Guff of Aqaba
of
onite thru Sun.
headed by moderate Premier of Eilat with the fortress
entrance
at
the
Sharrn-el-Sheikh
Mahmoud Fawzi continues to
Than.
switch
emphasis cautiously to the. Straits of
The most
It//z
The government has said
from war to internal policy.
explosive
settlements
these
repeatedly
Cairo itself, an abused and
spy Randal
neglected city during the years are permanent, and also said
of this centory!
to
East
Jerusalem
of
return
of the "aggression," as EgypIN COLOR
tians refer to the conflict with Jordan is not negotiable.
Israel, is undergoing a modest
face lift.
MOONMAN AWARD
Lights, blackened at the
NEW YORK (UPI)- Astroheight of the conflict, have been
Alan B. Shepard Jr, the
naut
switched on again. Sidewalks
man to play golf on the
first
have been retiled. The construchas won a special
Ill Mill *IN^.
4...... ^.........
tion industry is hack In' full moon,
"Mulligan Award" from the
etai
swing.
Golf
Writers
AssoMetropolitan
— —
Even so, many Egyptiaris
—
for "opening up an
fear they may be living their ciation
new sphere of the
entirely
* Robert Redford
TUESDAY ONLY!
own version of the "Prague
Spring"—the brief Period of game."
* Katherine Ross
"Mulligan" is the term
1 SALEM II THEATRE
liberalization in Czechoslovakia A
when a golfer, who
applied
753-6333
in
before the Soviet invasion
like his drive off the
ROTARIANS TOUR TAPPAN PLANT. Among the Murray Rotarians who toured the Tappan plant
They.are Wen _aware that NW doesn't
first tee, elects to play a second
SHWA/TIMES: 4 .3041:304:30
Thursday were these being given an explanation of the operation by Jim Payne, second from right, military conflict with Isr
the quality control manager at the plant and also a member of the club. Left to right, they are: Henry would wipe out all the gains the' tee shot. Capt Shepard missed
ADULT: $1.75, CHILDREN UNDER 12, 75c
shot he attempted on
Warren. George Griffin and Glen Wilcox. On the right is Dells Guthrie, president of Local 1008, UAW, Egyptian man in the street h;is the first
then
took
a
and
the moon
at the plant who is at mark assembling manifolds for the stoves produced at the plant Payne was the made. •
afitOteaci• Or AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
second
clubs program chairman for the day.
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FRANKFORT,
Ky.-With
travel and boat shows making the
rounds and playing to packed
houses, with sporting goods
dealers presenting pre-season
displays of rods, reels and other
paraphernalia, and with the
annual flood of fishing equipment
brochures that make their way
into mail boxes, the fisherman or
outdoorsman cannot be judged
too harshly if his fishing anticipation mounts tq the runningover stage.
There will be literally
thousands of fishermen who this
year will be in the market for new
gear. The old rod and reel may be
relegated to a corner by a ceteran
angler, the new fisherman
eagerly awaits the purchase of
his first tackle, and some who
own adequate fishing gear will
want to get into the swim of
things by purchasing something
new in the fishing world. This all
makes for a good market, but
often is not good for the fishermen.
Many fishermen buy equipment that is not suited to their
needs. They do this through
ignorance, pressure or bad advice from fishing friends. Just
about every fisherman who has
cast a plug believes he is an
authority on the equipment of-,
fered and may often bluster his
Way into the purchase of rods or
reels that are not suited to his
needs. He may use them, completely unaware that better
suited equipment could make
him a better fisherman.
The very best rod of a given
make is not always suitable for
every individual. Some variation
may be available that is more
effective, or an angler may be
forced to change to another brand
before he gets what is best for
him.
This is not a fluff at any or all
tackle companies. If every
person required and demanded
the very same equipment,
eventually there would be but ono
company and one brand. It is said
that there are persons for cars
and there are cars for persons.
The same is true of fishing
equipment. Some would be excellent for a given person, but not
suitable for another.
So, what do we do?
A prospective buyer should
first determine which equipment
best suits his particular type of
fishing. This can be done by
trying out various models made
by different companies. If the
buyer is not sure of his needs, he
should ask the operator of the
store or the salesman who deals
in the merchandise and in most
instances he will receive good
advice. The seller usually is a
man of integrity and he will be
glad to guide a buyer and see that
he receives the correct equipmerit.
If the dealer is unable to help,
then a person who had had great
experience in fishing will be able
to give detailed information and
guide the new buyer or the buyer
who is uninformed about his
needs.
Proper equipment can make a
fishing season much more enjoyable. For a youngster it could
determine whether he should
make fishing his favorite
avocation or whether he will be

discouraged because of unsuitable or inoperable rods and
reels.
So often a parent has been
heard to say: "My youngster
likes to fish. I want to get him a
cheap rod and reel to start with.
An inexpensive one is all he
needs."
How
incorrect. If
the
inadequate rod or reel is purchased for the youngster,
chances are that it will actually
be all he'll need. Frustration with
its limited action will cause him
to abandon fishing for all time.
On the other hand, if good
equipment is available it undoubtedly will create a•greatesk
desire on his part to continue
fishing.

„
•yo

INNOCENCE MAKES STRANGE BEDFELLOWS in Ventura,
Calif., where nobody told this pair they are natural
enemies. "Musket,” the beagle, and "Foxy," the fox, live
together in the backyard of the Danny Dwight home,
share meals and romp together.

Boating
By

TACK WOL1STON

- -NEW YORK (UPI) - From
the ditty bag:
--An "electronic bird dog"
that automatically-locks On a
distant radio beacon or even a
commercial broadcasting station and points out its bearing
instantaneously for boatmen
was introduced by Apelco at
the recent National Boat Show
in New York:- The new device
does not use the usual rotating
antenna found in pleasure boat
direction finders. Instead, a
pair of I3-3/4-inch fixed loops
are installed at right angles to
each other on the cabin top or
mast and the distant radio
signal is analyzed electronically
without antenna movement.
-Also exhibited at the
show, a snag-free anchor by
N.A. Taylor Co. While the
anchor has long, sharp flukes
designed to dig deeply into
most types of bottom, it also
features an anchor rod attachment ring that slides in a slot
running almost the entire
length Of the stock. When the
anchor becomes snagged, the
skipper simply maneuvers his
craft so it pulls the anchor in
the opposite direction from
which it was set. This allows
the shackle ring to slide to the
base of the stock, pulling the
anchor out of its snagged position.
-A new rod-headstav-andjib-furling system for saiiboats
as small as 16 feet was displayed for the first time by
Nautical Development Co. The
new Rodluff furling gear for
boats in the daysailer and am'sll
overnighter classes up to 24
feet operates with 1/8, 5/32
or 3/16-inch stainless steel rod
headstays. The system replaces
the conventional headstay and
permits one headsail to serve es
five-storm jib, working jib and
numbers I, 2 and 3 genoa jibs.
--Prospective boat ownersold salts and novices alikewill find considerable information in Shipshape, a new
boating book published by
Johnson Wax. The book explores options open to prospective boat buyers and provides a multitude of tips on
safety, seamanship, maintenance and other facets of pleasure boating.
-Three former clu.mpions'
were on hand recently for cer-

Plan Now For
Summer Boating
In any community, there are
ple.asure boat owners who are
well-known for their enthusiasm
for the sport and the amount of
fun they derive from it. They
literally eat,sleep and talk boats!
And there are also a certain
number of boasters who use their
craft surprisingly little and can
often be heard saying they are
thinking of giving up boating.
The difference between these
two groups is often something
rather simple. The ones who are
out on the water having a grand
time all summer long are the
ones who make an effort to plan
the summer's fun in advance.
emonies at which the Sam
Griffith Memorial Trophy, emblematic of the World Offshore
Power Boat Championship, was
Vincenzo
presented
to
Balestrieri of Rome, Italy, the
1970 winner. They included
Jim Wynne (1964 and 1966),
Dick Bertram (1965) and Don
Aronow (1967 and 1969).
.Balestrieri also won the title in
1968.
Donna Dougherty • a comely 24-year-old airline stewar-

This does not mean that they
draw up a rigid timetable and
follow it like robots, say Mercury
boating authorities. In fact, it's
usual to find that they leave
plenty of leeway to allow for
weather changes, last-minute
inspirations and soon. What they
do is to set aside some winter
evenings for serious family talks
about the approaching season.
Discussion revolves around
what each member of the famdy has had his say, all together
would most like to do. Each one decide on the relative importance
has his say about places to go, of each proposal and a "priority
events to take in, activities they schedule" is drawn up.
want to do more of like fishing This assures that, regardless of
and water skiing. After each one what kind of weather might mark
the season or how many relatives
dess Iron, slow, City ,, Iowa, may drop in unexpectedly, the
has been chosen "Miss Let" season's top boating activities
Go Boatinpl9Z1.” She will are mapped in advance: as the
reign at a number of event- season wears on track can be
marking this year's "Let's Co kept of what has and has not been
Boating" month-March 1-31. done.
-Statistics from the indaSometimes a large calendar is
try: American pleasure boater.
obtained with space under each
spent $3.44 billion in 1970 for
date for notes. It's hung in the
new and used boats, motors,
accessories. safety equip:m-1l. playroom or garage and space on
fuel, insurance, docking irwin- it is reserved exclusively for
tenance, launching, stora;:...rr- boating activities so that other
things won't crowd onto and
pairs and club membershipconfuse it.

oaing Through

falls
8. Use fenders to protect your
boat and the lock walls.
9 Remain seated in your boat
during lockage. _
10. Wear a life jacket.
11. Obey instructions of lock!masters.
12. Leave lock only on lockmas
er's signal.
13. Travel at reduced speed on
entering and leaving lock.

If you are a boat owner and have
never locked through a dam, there
are certain things you should know
about locking through. Here are
.some important tips:
1. Stay between red and black
buoys.
2. Keep proper distance while
waiting for lockmaster's signal to enter.
3. Give ptoger signal of your LOCKAGE PRIORITY is as follows: let—U. S. vessels, 2nd—comintention to lock through.
4. Obey traffic signals, which mercial passenger boats, 3rd--commay be lights, horns or public mcrcial tows or vessels, and 4th—
pleasure boat*.
address systems.
5. Carry at least 50 feet of moor- You may obtain regulations goving line for use in lock.
erning the use and operation of
6. Have mooring ring on your locks at any lock or by writing to:
best.
The District Engineer, U. S. Army
7. Stand by mooring line while Engineer District, P. 0. Box 1070,
in lock as water level rises or Nashville Tenn., 37202.
AMEN'

?r
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* Phone 753-5361 *
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CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SE,RV1C.E
elk and Mato !UMW
Murray; Kentucky
VERBLE TAYLOR

•

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

?edford
v• Ross

ure in reverse: the boat is then easily
dollied to the launch site.

developed by Deck Marine Products, Inc.
According to the manufacturer, the
of I.ombard, Illinois.' The unit or packDeck Inverting Boat Loader is designed
age. consists of a bow pin, a bipod, a
to handle boats weighing up to 200
clamp-on combination inverter and angle.
pounds, or if you can pick up the bow
adjustable dolly which fastens to the
you can "Deck" it. The entire operation
boat's transom, and a steel mast which
can be accomplished in 90 seconds or
attaches to the car's trailer hitch.
less. It is claimed to be ideal for 12 to
In. loading, the boat is dollied to the . 14-ft fishing boats, and enables
the user
mast, stern- first. The bow pun is inserted to fish lakes and streams that lack boat
in the blood saddle, and the stern is
rental or launching facilities or are otherraised with the above on the mast. With
wise inaccessible.
the stern raised halfway iv the mast and
In . addition to its easy loading and
secured, the boat is inverted to bottom-up
unloading advantages, the Invetting Boat
position and locked With the stern next
Loarder can be positioned at a 45-degree
raised all the way, the bow is picked up
angle to serve as a windbreak for a
and walked around to the cartop carrier
campfire or sleeping bags and for cleanand secured. And that's all there is to it.
Unloading is basically the .ame proced- -- -Wig the brat after fishing fun.

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

CYPRESS SPRINGS
* Alpex

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue
Phone 753-4652

WELL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

TAYLOR
MOTORS

It's allolouc with the Aid .uLthe Deck
inverting Boat Loader, a unique device

RESORT

Our New Gun Departmen
Is Now Open!

AlM401%71
,
0 DfALEPI
0CHRYSLER

Loader

_
Getting a car-top boat on top of a car has always been a bit of a prom. Getting
it off again is usually the same problem In reverse. Now, however, there's a nostrain. no-swial way to accomplish both jobs, and to do either one in 90 seconds
or ik•Oiti,

1
LUANDA)E.

All Makes of Guns

C. IL la•UL PIE

New Car-Top Inverting Boat

LIBERTY
Super Market

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
- GUNS and AMMUNITION -

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

N 'A,

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
Concord. KY
Phone 436-5496

HUTSON

(•HEMICAL
CO., INC.

"PROMINT; EFFIC IENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
call Any Time

753-1933

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

4th•POPLAR

"WEST ILENT'UCEY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"

"CM-

10Y
ERE"

PROMS 713-1371

r

(PEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
11a7e1 Hi

W ay

Murray, KentuCILY

A.

1.0 Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

log Sporting iioods
Murray, Ky

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue
Phone 753-2571
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Computer Dating On College Campuses
Changes Agony For Both Male And Female

By PATRICIA MCCORMACK actually an electronic, comNEW YORK UPI)—In the puterized introduction service.
1111••• •••qoa
spring of PM, a strange sociaf It eliminated the 'hand- A potluck supper ormItr
phenomenon rocked the nation's wringing, chain-smoking, dryand their out of county guests will
singles population. Men found throated feeling when boy and
be at the Henry-Calloway
their regular weekend dates girl meet for the first time. But
Country Club at 6:30 p.m. For
changing to occasional ones. it did not eliminate the
Chairman;
Cole,
Ruth
E.
Miss
information call 247-3391.
time excitement, mystique and fun
Department of Nursing, Murray Women spent less and less
In a January 28th canclellight
of the blind date.
telephone
the
by
agonizing
Bride's Dress
received
State University Ms
"A
Celebration ot
Com- service at seven o'clock in the
The computer dating process
waiting for the accustomed
Louie
Governor
from
notification
church
entering
the
bride,
munication" will be presented by evening, Miss Gaila Jo Smith The
dreamed up by Stephen Milinvitation.
apbeen
has
she
that
Nunn
B.
the Murray High School speech became the bride of David on the arm of her father, Billie
grim, a Massachusetts Institute
pointed as a member of Ken- In fact, the entire American
students at the auditorium at 7:30 Eugene Gay at the Church of Joe Smith, and given in marriage
dating style seemed on the of Technology industrial enHealth
Comprehensive
tucky's
father,
wore
a
and
mother
by her
pin.
Christ in Hardin.
Planning Council for a four year verge of drastic change. But no gineering graduate, works this
Emmett Clark Jr., minister of formal gown of white silk faced
one pressed the panic button. way:
term.
The Blood River Baptist the church, performed the pea u de sole combined with white
—Both male and female fill
None of the singles seemed
By Abigail Van Buren
by
created
was
Council
The
was
medallions.
It
lace
Association WMU will have a double-ring ceremony before an Venice
displeased over the out a carefully planned quesupset
or
also
which
order
68-474
executive
family night dinner at the Baptist arched candelabra holding white fashioned with a jewel neckline
this reason. tionnaire designed to determine
DEAR ABBY: Some neighbors [I'll can them Dick and
lace created The Health Planning situation. For
Student Center, MSU, at 6:30 tapers. A profusion of spiral defined with Venice
their social likes and dislikes,
Jane) have been friends of ours for almost three years. Last
Conunission as a single state There wasn't any real decline
voluminous
and
medallions
pin. Abdulreza Motamedi of Iran candelabras and greenery
number of dates—only in their personalities, and their
July we rut a swimming pool in and invited Dick and Jane
the
in
and
adsupervising
agency
for
legdeep
will be the guest speaker. The graced the altar forming the sleeves accented with a
date preferences.
rover for a swim. We invited another couple also neighbors)
ministration of health planning the way they were set up.
public is invited to attend the background with large beauty of-mutton cuff. The silhouette
—Each male questionnaire is
at the same time.
The simple explanation was
Commonwealth
as
functions
for
from
the
gracefully
fell
special meet.
baskets of white gladioli and skirt
introduction five years ago. then fed into a computer
the
Well, when Dick and Jane came over, they didn't bring
89Public
Law
contemplated
by
was
waistline
and
carnations. The family pews slightly lifted
any bathing suits, and when we expressed surprise, they said
of computer dating on the programmed with all female
A rummage and bake sale will were marked with candles and adorned with Venice lace 749 Section 314.
college campus. Called Opera- questionnaires and "matches"
they enjoyed swimming in the nude and had often done so at
advise
and
shall
Council
''The
waistline
to
the
from
medallions
be held at the American Legion white satin bows.
tion Match and termed by some are produced electronically.
other people's pools. The other couple brought suits, but
Commission-i
Health
council
The
chapel
wore
a
,Building, Sixth and Maple
A program of nuptial music the hem. She
the first -sex explanatory Each subscriber receives the
as
agreed swimming in the raw might be "fun."
of
state
administration
the
Streets, from seven a.m. to 12 was presented by a choir con- length veil designed especially in
for college students, name, address and telephone
course"
My wife exploded and said there would be no nude
noon, sponsored by Pentecostal sisting of Michael Lents, Deniese for her gown. It was secured to a plans for comprehensive health
the new dating system was number of those members of
swimming at our place and they could either go home and
inventory
including
the
services
inspired
mounting
arid
Spanish
Ladies Auxiliary of the Calvary Darnall, Douglas Pace, Leslie
the opposite sex they are
get their suits or forget swimming in our pool. They left, and
Temple First Pentecostal Groves, and Gail Ward. Ushers completely framed with the of existing health services, health
determined to be most compatiwe haven't heard from them since. (The other couple stayed
facilities, health man-power, and
Church.
and candlelighters were Larry repeated Venice lace medallions.
ble with in terms of how they
and swam Wearing suits.) I personally am not all that hung
deterhealth
needs;
related
bridal
carried
a
cascade
Lovett and Sammie Atkins. The She
answer their questionnaires.
up on nudity, and it wouldn't have bothered me one way or
services,
health
rniniation
of
Chapter M of the P.E.O. aisle cloth was spread by Jeff bouquet of white rosebuds and
Five years later, the success
the other, but my wife has all sorts of inhibitions_ Do you
man-power,and facilities to meet
Sisterhood
will have a potluck Edwards,cousin of the bride, and carnations with white stephanoits
of the program is reflected in
think we should have let them stay and swim naked?
needs, management and
the
Navy
blue
and
greenery,.
and
luncheon and silent auction at 12 Michael Gay, cousin of the
the fact that Operation Match
NO NAME, PLEASE
white bows and ribbons disposition of application for total Jennifer Gail is the name
noon at the home of Mrs. A. W. groom.
has performed millions of
and
Mrs.
Rob
Edd
comprehensive health services chosen by Mr.
surrounded the bouauet.
Simmons, Jr. Mrs. Olga
DEAR NO NAME: No. Dick and Jame are entitled to
Cindy Boggess attended and related financing; deter- Parish of Murray Route Two for "match dates," thousands of
Miss
Freeman will be the assisting
their skinny dipping in the company of like-minded people.
which have resulted in maras maid of honor. She wore a floor mination of priorities in granting their baby girl, weighing nine
hostess.
And your wife is entitled to her "inhibitioas." Slate she was
riage.
The company now is
Tuesday,
born
on
for,
programs; pounga,
length gown of medium blue approval
the hostess, there was no reason for her to have to grin and
publicly owned and there are
Empire waist accented by establishing guide-lines for February 16, at 8:31 p.m. at the
crepe,
"bare" it.
offices in Great Neck, N.Y.,
Campus Lights will be
a long navy blue velvet ribbon, regional health planning and Murray-Calloway County
Los Angeles, Calif.
and
esented at the Murray State
designation
of
Hospital.
long puffed sleeves and Peter development;
University auditorium at 8:15
DEAR ABBY: Please don't laugh at my problem. I have
collar both accented with minimum standards for main- The new father is employed at
Pan
one big dark hair growing at the end of my nose and my
p.m. Tickets are two dollars
navy blue lace. A short blue veil tenance and operation required the Warren Seed Company.
morn won't let me pull it out with tweezers. She said it
each
accented her head and was at- for applicants for utilization of Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
would grow back darker and coarser. I said I didn't care, I'd
tached by a navy blue velvet bow fuads: surveillance of operating Lubie Parrish of Murray Route
jot keep on pulling it out when it came back. Then she said.
the Two, Mrs. Wayne Stone of I —Z T'S TO 1/1;-afr7
throughout
ahd lung navy blue velvet ribbons programs
Monday, February 22
If you keep pulling out a hair growing in an odd place, it can
and bows. She carried a nosegay Commonwealth and other areas Kirksey, and Jamefi Scott of
The Women's Republican Club
cause cancer. Is this true? I also have a bad complexion
;iT
of white carnations around a of planned administration; and Murray.
f .
will meet at the home of Mrs.
il.
problem and that dumb-looking hair on the end of my nose
navy.' blue and white bow and shall specifically make a formal Great grandparrents are Mrs.
Thelma Cassay, 1664 College
doesn't help much. Please help me
K. S.
annual review of the state plan Fannie Scott and Mrs. Elva :IC A00/ filidiii'dit;Win;
ribbons.
Terrace, at seven p.m. Members
for comprehensive health ser- Ahart, both of Murray, Mr. and 41
Bridesmaids
were
Misses
Jane
note
change
in
place
and
time.
DEAR H. S.: Ask your mom to take you to a doctor
Mrs. Max Parrish and Mr. and
ullivan, Lisa Shackelford, vices."
[preferably • dermatologist) for your complexion problem.
o U
Miss Cole, for the past two Mrs. Hoyt McCallon, all of :1m JoPer.
cousin of the 'groom, and ,Kirn
The Calloway Branch of the
And while you are there, ask the doctor about the hair on
years, has been serving on the Murray Route Two. Great great 4
Edwards
and
Luanne
Smith,
Association
of
Childhood
your nose. (I'll bet he palls it;
cousins of the bride. They wore Purchase Regional Health grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Education will have a chili
king gowns and carried nosegays Planning Council and is already H. E. McCallon of Murray Route
supper at six p.m. at the
DEAR ABBY: In answering the retired librarian who
entical to the maid of honor. familiar with the function of the One and Clay Brewer of Murray
University School cafeteria. Mrs.
sits for the two darling preschool children of a young
Serving the groom as best man council. Requirements for Route.
.Doris Mouser will present a
divorcee, you said she couldn't be blamed for refusing to
was his brother, Roger Gay, membership of the council is
program on "Individualization".
keep the children if indeed it turned out that the mother's
Groomsmen were Robert Wiley, identified in the Executive order.
business was entertaining male visitors.
Ronnie Mathis, Steve Bennet, Miss Cole's appointment is as a Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Flood of
The creative Arts Department
While I agree, the baby sitter should know where the
actively Kirksey Route One announce the
nurse
arid Stephen Smith, brother of the registered
Club
will
Woman's
of
the
Murray
mother is, in case of emergency,. I don't see why the
bride. They were attired in black engaged in the practice of nur- birth of a baby boy, Mark Allen,
Johanna Comisak
930
house
at
at
the
club
meet
mother's means of earning a living are her concern. Would
/
2
One of the most coveted suits and ties with blue shirts tp sing within the Commonwealth. weighing seven pounds 111
a.m. with Mrs. James Garrison,
she prefer that the children hang around the apartment while
journalism awards available to Hatch the bridesmaids' gowns. Judge Robert 0. Miller, ounces, born on Wednesday,
Mrs.
Henry
Holton,
and
Mrs
Eff
the mother is with her customers? If the mother is a
university students was recently The mother orthe bride wore a Murray is currently serving on February 17, at 12:42 p.m. at the
Birdsong, Jr., as hostesses.
prostitute, this well-meaning lady will not reform her, and
Murray-Calloway County
earned by a Murray State rose pink jacket dress with the council.
the only result of her refusal to stay with the children may
Hospital.
University coed. A represen- inatching accessories. She wore a
Tuesday, February 23
well be that they will be left with someone who is less-well
tative of the Wall Street Journal corsage of white rosebuds with
Cake Fall?
The new father is employed
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority "Newspaper Fund" notified Miss white ribbons.
suited to care for them.
with
the Calloway County Road
will
meet
at
the
have
Woodmen
woman
may
of
the
young
the
Remember also that
Johanna C. Comisak,of Paducah, The groom's mother. Mrs. Have you ever baked a cake
Department and the new mother
World Hall at seven p.m.
surveyed the job market after her divorce and realized that
of her acceptance into the Editing Gene Gay, wore a turquoise coat that fell in the center? Wonder
is a former beautician.
lacking work experience or marketable skills, she would
Intern Program for 1971.
dress ensemble with matching why? If so—try different fats or
The
Kirksey
PTA
By
will
have
children.
its
her
living
for
decent
provide
a
never be able to
"We regard this as one of the accessories. She wore a corsage oils in your cake recipes. Too Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Foimders Day program at the highest undergraduate honors f white rosebuds and navy
choosing the "primrose path," she could at least put to good
blue little fat in cake batter, for in- Marvin Flood of Murray Route
school at 1:30 p.m. Special guests available
use such skills as she acquired during her years of marriage.
to
journalism ribbons,
stance, makes a dry cake. ac- Three and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
will be the past PTA presidents. students," said MSU
Assuming the young woman gives her customers what
Journalism Mrs. Glen Edwards, maternal ('ording to the U. S. Department Carson of Kirksey. Great
for
a
hounded
Director, Dr. L. J. Hortin. "Miss grandmother of the bride, Mrs. of Agriculture. Too much fat grandmothers are Mrs. Attie
they pay for, I fail to see why she should be
The Murray Quota Club will Comisak is one of the very best aylon Smith,
"crime" without victims. She is providing a most socially
paternal grand- makes a crumbly, heavy cake Carson of Kirksey and Mrs. Lillie
meet at the Southside Restaurant students we have had at
Murray mother of the bride, and Mrs. which may fall in the center.
valuable service More power to her. PRINCETON, N. J.
Futrell of Murray Route Three.
at 12 noon.
State and she is highly deserving Myrtie
Rogers,
stepit
off
get
better
if
you
feel
You'll
problem?
year
What's
of such distinction."
grandmother of the groom, were
The Great Books Discussion
year cheat Write to ABBY. Box ISIS,. Los Angeles. Cat.
The intern editing program all presented with rosebud
Group is scheduled to meet at the begins in early June, when she
Mee. For a peruses-I reply enclose stamped. addressed
orsages.
Calloway County Public Library will begin a concentrated three
enveispe.
.Reception
at seven p.m.
week study course at Ohio State Immediately following the
Hate to write letters? Seed It to Abby, Box WM Las
University—with room, board, remony a reception was held at
The Gamma Gamma chapter and instructional costs provided the home of
Asgeles. Cal. MOSS, tor Abby's booklet. "Row ki Write lid.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen
of
Beta
Sigma
Phi
will
meet
at
(era for AU Occasions."
by the "Newspaper Fund." The Edwards of Hardin, grand7:30 min.
course is designed to review the parents of the bride. The table
Good milk buy
basics of newspaper copyediting was decorated with a pink and
Many families have become
The Senior Recital of Don and the requirements of
the :bite floral centerpiece and pink
accustomed to eating a fruit or
Maley,
Murray,
euphomium, will paper for which she will later :andles with pink and
Nonfat dry milk is the dairy
white lace
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Feb. 22, Feb. 23, Feb. 24
fruit juice for breakfast in the
roduct resulting from the be held at the recital hall of the work.
tablecloth. Thie white four-tiered
morning. If this fruit is to supply
emoval of fat and water from Price Doyle Fine Arts Building at
On July 5, she will begin work edding cake %as accented with
Plain
the major part of Vitamin C or
steurizecl fluid milk. Most of ight p.m. No charge.
for the Cincinnati Post & Times ink roses and white bells and the
ascorbic acid for the day, it needs
he protein, minerals, and
Star, as a salaried employee. She traditional bride and groom
One Piece
to be chosen carefully. It should
The MSU Dames Club will will continue to serve
gamins of the fluid milk are
as a staff upping.
be orange juice, grepefruit, or
etamed, however. Buy and use meet in Room 103 of the new member of the paper for the nine The guest register was kept by
grapefruit juice, or it can be a
nfat dry milk—It costs a lot less Academic Classroom building at remaining weeks of summer isses Rhonda Ragain and
food or drink with Vitamin C
seven p.m. All married women "vacation" before
an fluid milk.
returning to larman Barger.
added.
students and wives of men Murray in September.
Rice bags were passed out by
students are invited to attend this Upon completion of
the sum- ea Ann Gay, cousin of the
first meeting of the spring mer internship
program. the room. She was attired in a blue
semester. Dues are three dollars "Newspaper Fund"
will grant treet length dress identical to
per semester. For transportation the Murray coed a
$
r 1
Two fo
check for $700 the bridesmaids.
call 767-4198.
toward her educational expenses The couple upon returning
for the following year.
roe') a wedding trip, will reside
The Women's Society of Said Miss Comitak of the in Murray, where they plan to
Christian Service of the Martins award, "It is sure to be one of the attend Murray State University.
Hwy. 641 So.
Chapel United Methodist Church most challenging events of my
will meet at the parsonage with life."
Rev Coy Garrett, pastor, at The "Newspaper Fund"selects
seven p,m.
only the most qualified students
to enter its Editing Intern
Program. Miss Comisak has
Mrs. Hampton
BRIDAL BONUS
worked on the Murray State Mr. and
CINCINNATI' (UPI 1—Dottie News, the campus
Boggess of Dexter Route One are
newspaper
Served Each Sunday
Rebsch and Gerry Betsch will first as ekt-editnr, and the
,a;the parents of a baby girl
eight pounds 141
/
2
be rewarded for their honesty managing
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. '
r She has served weighing
ounces, born on sunany
with a wedding cake.
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
as
president,
retary
and
Including ()link, Dessert & Tax
They were visiting bakeries assistant treasuruer of
February 14, at four a.m. at the
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
various
Murray -Calloway County
here Thursday to inquire about campus organizations
/
1
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
and her
Hospital.
a cake for their June wedding. high errades have earned
her a
other children are Eddie
As
they
neared
the
Blue
Rock
entire
family.
Pfease the
Bring them to the
place on the Dean's List every Their
'omen,Joey,age nineeonna
Bakery, they saw a sack lying term since her arrival
age
at Murray
restaurant where dining Is a pleasure Excellent
in a -gutter.
age twelve, Ronnie, age sixteen
as a freshman.
Cossey, age seventeen
The
sack
was
filled
with
service,
homey
dtmosphere'
Make
it
a
food, fine
In addition—she has. roefetved Mrs..Pat
?honey and was identified as the Murray State
and Mrs. Pam Durham, age
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Presietnt'S
Sunday habit
nineteen. The father is employed
belonging to the Blue Rack Scholarship, a Kentucky
Press
the
of
Murray Division
• / "\--Association scholarship, ahd has at the
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for You Bakery.
Folded
They turned the seek in to worked as editor of Insight, Tappan Company.
a
Grandparentsere Mr . and Mrs.
bakery owner Rudy Engler, campus magazine.
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
Boggess. of Murray Route
who vave them a small reward
Miss Comisak's parents, Mr Dock
1.65
MON. ihru FRI. BUFFET Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
and told them he would donate and Mrs. John H. Comisak, live Three and Mr. and Mrs Gafon
Dexter Route One,
(Including Drink and Tax)
of
heir wedding cake.
Miller
on Route 2. Paducah
Saturday, February If/

Miss Gaila Jo Smith Exchanges Wedding
Vows With David Eugene Gay At Hardin

'Skinny dipping'
not for her

FBIRTHSJ

MSU Journalist
Receives Grant
From Journal

AIRRAY li:eh:

-
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FOR SALE
, white pearl, good HAY: 400 bales, sound hay, 65c
Must sell. For in- per bale. Phone Barney Darnell
F23C
phone 753-7222 after 489-2555.
4
F2OP
MOVING: MUST sell single bed,
FENDER SOLID State amplifier bureau, bookcases, playpen,
and control cabinet. Still under automatic baby swing, jump
warranty. Phone 753-2863 after seat, baby scales, playtex nurser,
5:00p.m.
F20C and deep fat fryer. Phone 7539389.
1TP
WE ARE offering Poulan Chain
saws and service at low prices. WHITE BATHROOM facilities.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Commode, sink, bath-tub.
Complete with faucets. Used, but
Hardin, Kentucky, 4374412.
March 24C in good condition, $25.00. Phone
753-2498.
F23C
SPECIAL SALE:
AKC Toy
female Pekingese, $40.00. AKC ORTHOPEDIC MATTRESS and
beautiful white male Toy Poodle, heavy coil springs. Good conF23C
$55.00. Both 10 weeks old. Also dition. Phone 753-3987.
boys
mo-ped.
Recently
BOY'S BICYCLE, heavy duty.
overhauled, new seat, mirror
etc. Good condition. Only $65.00 Ideal for paper boy. Price $15.00.
Phone 753-4378.
ITC
Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 p.m.
F20C
STEEL FIRE door, eight foot
MUST SELL 1969 Mobile Home 12 opening, heavily insualted, opens
x 60', 3 bedrooms, 142 bath, by moving to one side, counterfurnished, gas heat, $3900.00 or eight. See at Ledger and
es.
F•25NC
best offer. 753-9849
F22P
DRUM St
condition.
formation
4:00p.m.

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

0
1004,
tek
ea
rTHE NEW ONES

TODAY
L-A-R-G-E
SELECTION
and
More Arriving Daily
Mac Fitts
J. H. Nix
Charlie Jenkins
Dwain Taylor

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-2617

ROBERTS REALTY your exare
REALTORS,
clusive
members of the MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE and right
now we have several excellent
buys for you to choose from.
Read on if your interested in
owning your own place.
THREE bedroom house with
garage apartment and carpenter
shop, located near schools and
hospital. Storm doors and windows, gas heat and extra large
lot. All for less than $15,000.
FORMAL DINING ROOM is a
feature in this brand new house.
Has three bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room, living room, double
carport, central heat and air,
carpeting and built-in appliances
in spacious kitchen. IPss than
$30,000.

In Memory

ASSUME $18.00 a month In memory of my brother,
payment on small piano- Ramond Wallace who was called
Leaches Music and T. V. in Home, February 21, 1967.
Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC You left us suddenly four years
ago to be with God in your
RAILROAD WELDING
and Heavenly Home. He needed you
wrought iron work. East Maple more than your loved ones here,
Street, across from Murray so He called you Home to be with
Lumber Co., owned by Don Him.
Hutson, operated by Sandi. He needed another bright star
Heavens and He knew you
Phone 753-1933.
FTAC in the
would shine the brightest forever.
I know some day soon, I'll follow
you, so please leave a place for
me beside you.
There's so many trails and
sorrows today, it makes us
wonder how long it will be til God
calls all His children Home to be
with Him on His Heavenly
throne.
Sadly missed by his Sister
Mrs. Mary Majors
ITC

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store

401 Maple St 753-5738
ANOTHER BRAND NEW three
bedroom brick has central heat
and air, two baths, built in appliances, garage, family room,
carpeting and nice private lot.
Only $25,500.

ELLItTROLUX SALES Si gervice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
March 5C

MAGNAVOX COLOR T. V. new FOUR WHEEL cart, very heavy.
FOR RENT
JUST LISTED real neat three WHEN BETTER washers and
guarantee, $18.20 per month. Large iron wheels. Apparently an
bedroom brick, carpeting, dryers are built, Norge will build
Leaches Music and T. V. Center, old railroad baggage cart. Good
Dixie land Center. 753-7575 F22C for moving heavy steel or stone. TRAILER, EXTRA nice, fully electric heat, air conditioner, hem. Rowland Refrigeration
See at Ledger and Times. F25NC carpeted, two bedrooms,
storage building, Sales 8/ Service, 110 South 12th
electric drapes, outside
F25C
heat, air conditioned, color TV large utility room, paved drive, Street, Phone 753-2825.
MAGNAVOX CONSOLE stereo
AM-FM $11.70 per month 753- EW HOSPITAL bed and extra nice furniture. Suitable for carport, also a formal dining
ttress. Phone 753-6200, F23C couple and one child. Rtnt $100.00 area. Priced to sell at less than
7575, Leaches Music and T. V.
monthly. Reference and deposit $20,000.
Center Dixieland Center.
F22C
required. Phone 753-7158 after
AUTOS FOR SALE
4:00p.m.
TFC 6 ACRES and three bedroom
DON'T merely brighten carpets.
brick house with central heat and
.. Blue Lustre them . . . no rapid 1962 CHEVROLET. Extra nice.
air, garage, utility, carpeted
Per
Room $co
HOUSE,
LARGE
three living room, large kitchen with
resoiling. Rent shampooer $1. Phone 492-8622.
bedrooms,
family
two
room,
4
Benefit
Day
Western Auto, "Home of The
good dining area. Located on
baths, garage, on two acres, 3's blacktop road.
Information
Free
F20C
Wishing Well."
6 miles from city. Call 753-7402.
1969 AMBASSADOR, big
cylinder with double power and
F23C EXTRAnice house. This 9 room
1970 350 HONDA, with 2 helmets, air conditioner. One owner. 25,000
brick house is one of the best in Insurance
very good condition. 753-4063 actual miles. New tires. Mint
753-4199
Murray. Has two full baths, Agency
condition. Phone 753-4516 after TWO BEDROOM furnished
F20C
central heat and air, carpeting,
Zimmerman'
apartments.
F23C
5:00p.m.
Apartments, South 16th ret. lovely fireplace, fenced in yard,
CHILDREN'S DRESSES and Car
appliances, draperies,
Coats, _alma 12 months to 14 1964 CATALINA Pontiac four Phone 753-6609.
7 F213C all built-in
paved drive, and double garage, ALUMNUS REMEMBERS
price Settle-Workman door hardtop. Power and air. Two
years,
F23C new snow treads. Price $225.00. TWO BEDROOM trailer for rent. electronic filter and humidifier
Company.
on heating system and many BATON ROUGE, La. UPI
Phone 474-2257 after 4:00p.m.
F20C
Phone 753-6044.
more extras. Must be seen t Southern University has reF23C
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
ceived a donation to its athletic
appreciate
MODERN
EFFICIENCY
Poodles and three herds of
department from one of its
apartment, furnished, newly
Chinchilla from certified stock
FOUR BEDROOMS,living room failious sports alumni.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
decorated, close in, ideal for
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
den, two baths, central heat and, Outfielder Lou Brock of the
couple. 507 N. 4th, phone 753-6047.
February 38C
air, carpeting large utility, Si. Louis Cardinals sent his
F20C
double garage with extra storage alma mater a $2,000 check and
space, excess of closets and an automatic batting machine
Hats,
Dress
MEN'S SPORT and
Would you like to manage the
NICE FURNISHED Apartment. cabinets, built-in appliances in in memory of former Southern
2 price. Settle-Workman finest fabric center in the
1
/
Private entrance. Close to kitchen and practically anything U. baseball coach Robert Lee.
F23C Murray area? If you feel
Company.
914 Coldwater Rd. else you could want in a house
University,
qualified to assist our
Phone 753-1790.
F2OP
ALL BOY'S Sport Coats, 11 price. customers in selecting the
SHADY LOT is one feature of this
Settle-Workman Company. F23C most beautiful fabrics in the
five bedroom
area for their garments write
THREE
ROOM
furnished lovely four or
recreation
MEN'S SUITS and Sport Coats, 1- us a letter and tell us why you
apartment. Carpet, garbage' house. It has large
three
3off. Settle-Workman Company. think we should consider you
disposal, plenty closet space. See room, den, living room,
garage,
car
2
room,
dining
baths,
F23C to work in our new fabric store
at Owen's Food Market, 1407
air, two
to open soon in downtown
West Main.
F22C central heat and
fireplaces and so many more
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Murray.
extras you'd have to see to apBroad coverage. Low rates.
LARGE MODERN mobile home,
preciate.
Check with us for all your InWe also will need full time
available immediately. 8 miles
you buy. and part-time help.
surance before
East of Murray. Phone 753-8333
If none of these are what your
Galloway Insurance and Real
after 5:00p.m.
F23P
for call us at 753-1651, Nancy
looking
Estate Agency,phone 753If you feel qualified,
because we have more, If you
March4C
5842.
EXTRA NICE one bedroom have thought of selling your place
write to:
furnished apartment, ½ block see us today as we need some
W- ATCH YOUR
HARMONY GUITAR and amfrom University campus. $90.0C good listings because of our ETIQUETTE WHEN
plifier in excellent condition,
P.O.
BOX
32-V
per month. Couples only. Phone recent sales. Interest rates are
WE EAT IN THE
$70.00 Guitar alone sold new for
F22C going down so why wait about
753-9135 or 753-4478
$70.00-753-7707 after 5:00p.m.
RESTAURANT
MURRAY,
KY.
buying that house you always
F22P

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

McCONN ELL

wanted.
SERVICES OFFERED
5 HP TILLER, powered by
Roberts Realty, 505 West Main,
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92.
F20C
FOR ALI. your home alterations, Murray,Ky.
Other models available. Mon1
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, LOST: MALE Siamese, brown, old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
HAUNTED HOUSE? No, just a
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- seven months old, in vicinity of
old mansion as wild as
stately
F22C Waldrop Drive. Phone 753-6414.
1966
March 22C your imagination. What a really
ITC
neat home or apartment comFROM WALL to wall, no soil at
FURNITURE REFINISHINGi plex, or offices with antebellum
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue LOST: FEMALE black border All work guaranteed. Free atmosphere and for a really cool
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Collie. White ring around neck, pickup and delivery. Free boutique shot), you must see the
F20C white feet and white tip on tail. estimate. Antique or niTuriar-elk.. Wild!!! Antique lover's
$1.00 Big K.
Wearing two collars, one leather ftnish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
dream. Price? pocketbook size.
Answers to name of
February 20 NC Phone Edna Knight 753-4910 F20C
FIVE STRING banjo; sewing and one flea.
Joe Hal
machine, chest type drink Pat. Lost in vicinity of
seed
or
NOTICE
found
If
Thornton's.
machine and beauty shop
BY OWNER:
four bedroom
F20C
equipment. Phone 437-4252 after phone 753-5795
on aim Ni. frame house. Carpet, drapes,
r
6:00 p.m .
electric heat, air conditioned.
I
ATTENTION BOYS!'
I Reasonably priced. Phone 753WANTED TO BUY
30 GALLON gas hot water tank,
F20C
4448after 4:00p.m.
&
LEDGER
I ..,The
fully equipped, thermostat ANT TO BUY Big Jack antenna I TIMES is now taking apcontrol. Ready to go. Also one GE with rotor. Will remove from ▪ plications for carrier
BY OWNER: 75 acre farm,
washer at Kelly's Pest Control, house. Phone 498-8.326, after 6:00
routes. In order to update
$11500.00. Phone 489-2434 after 4:00
100 South 13th Street. Phone 753- p.m.
F22C
F2OP
our files, boys who placed I p.m.
F22C
3914
an application over three •
ago should come to •
WANT TO buy; logs and standing O
1967 HONDA 305 Scrambler.
e office and reapply. I
timber Also have for sale lumber I the
HELP WANTED
Excellent condition Phone 753Several routes are now
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
7783 after 8:00p.m.
FT2P
4;104.
open and
•
and Lumber Co. Phone 7534,147.
WANTED." Housekeeping
TFC • Immediately.
Apply
Room.
Operating
FIRST CLASS Red Top Hay. 55c
for
deny
Apply in person to:
WANTED TO RENT
pet bale. Phone 489-2345.
F22P
in person, Nursing Office,
Murray -Calloway County
WANTED TO RENT or lease.
1951 CHEVROLET pick-up truck,
March 3C
Hospital.
story
1
a
or
house
story
either a 2
flat bed, good motor Call 753basement. Must be in
with
house
- 1763, after 5:30 p.m Call 753-8362.
condition, Large rooms
F20C good
WANTED: SEOMONE to stay
preferable, with yard space
with elderly gentleman in Benton
city
near
desirable, in or
BONNE BELL Cosmetics. highly
Hospital full time. Phone Mr
or
753-8658
call
Murray.
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Computer
runs loom
,
Innovation
in textile field
PHILADELPHIA UPI
Computer technology has
come to the aid of one of
the industrial revolution's
first great inventions-the
Jacquard loomvontrol
In the 13th century, a
Frenchman, Joseph Jacquard, invented a machine
that employs perforated
control cards to program a
textile loom to weave fancy
designs in cloth. The Jacquard machine still is the
basic device for controlling
weaving patterns in the
world's textile industry although manyimprovements and
refinements
have been added
Now, Thomas Halton's sons, a 95-year-old
Philadelphia builder of Jacquards, has designed a
completely new Jacquard
called the lJnitape that
uses paper tape instead of
perforated cards to program and control the weaving of the pattern.
Employing computer
teithnology, the Urutape is
being employed first to
weave a line of cloths with
the figure of an American
Eagle woven into the fabrics.

Robinson and wife, Betty
Robinson Vs. John Kenwood
Monday, February 22, MI Robinson - Docket No, 8083
Brown and Guinn
At 3:00 o'clock p.m. North DOOf Paris, Tennessee
of Court _House in Paris, Ten- Attorneys for Complainants
nessee.
77 Acre Farm on Old Paris- D. D. Maddox
Murray Road in the 6th Civil Huntingdon, Tennessee
District of Henry County, Ten- Attorney for Defendant
nessee.
Oweu L. Vaughn
Approximately 30 Acres open
land. The following buildings are
Clerk and Master, as
situated on this property: Brick
Special Commissioner,
home, stock barn, tobacco barn,
Chancery Court,
corn crib, and grainery barn, tool
Henry County, Tennessee.
shed, chicken house, well house.
Terms of sale:
CASHBONAVENE HURT
Possession in 60 days.
BUENOS AIRES
See Owen L. Vaughn, Clerk and
Heavyweight Oscar Bonavena
Master of the Chancery Court of
was reported to be "recovering
Henry County at the Courthouse
slowly" from a hand injury
in Paris for legal description of suffered in training for a
his property.
scheduled bout with former
In the Cause of: Carl Rex champion Floyd Patterson.
CHANCERY LAND SALE
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General Fund Receipts,
First Seven Months, Up

Tape Player, Tapes
Reported Stolen

}-FRANKFORT,
neral Fund receipts for the
st seven months of this fiscal
Year were up 8.1 per cent, state
commissioner of Revenue J. E.
Lockett and Commissioner of
Finance Albert Christen announced today.
The General Fund receipts of
$323.41 million showed an increase of 7 per cent in tax
receipts and a jump of 86.9 per
cent in non-tax receipts such as
federal grants.
Total road fund receipts were
$149.53 million showing a drop of
9.4 per cent over the previous
year. The loss was attributed to
federal matching funds being 24.8
per cent off at $58.15 million.

A breakin of a ear, owned by
Richard Heitz of Hart Hall
State
Dormitory, Murray
University, was reported to the
Murray Police Department on
Friday at 10:02 a.m.
Stolen froti the car was a Voice
of Music tape player valued at
$70.00 and approximately fifteen
tapes valued at $120.00, according
to the police report. Heitz told
police the theft occurred between
8:30 and 9:30 a.m. Friday while
the car was parked in the MSU
parking lot on North 16th Street.

Continued From Page One)

So
In
Cal
Louisville, Ky.-Former
Senator Thurston B. M orton,
state campaign chairman for the
1971 Heart Fund drive, has issued
a last-minute appeal to volunteer
workers and leaders throughout
Kentucky "to make the house-tohouse solicitation this coming
Heart Sunday (February 21) the
most successful in our 21-year
history."
Last year's statewide Heart
Sunday canvass netted $214,000
Morton said, with total receipts
from all sources amounting to
just over $500,000. "Because of
rapidly mounting costs," Morton
pointed out, "we need to exceed
all previous totals this year just
to stay even."
The Heart Association's three-,
point program of research,
health education and community
service "is vitally neccesary to
the continuing fight against the
Commonwealth's greatest
killers, the heart and blood vessel
diseases," Morton added. He said
we wanted at this time to thank
"all those who are giving so
unsparingly of their time,
energies and funds" to assure the
success of the 1971 campaign.

of the Association for Murray and
calloway County. This class met
the first year in the Presbyterian
Church and the second year in the
First. Methodist Church. The
Billy Dale Outland, William third year of the program has
Donald Overbey, and Elbert been meeting in the house of
Johns have been appointed to the Mental Health and Mental
Executive Committee of the Retardation Center. There are
Calloway County Action Corps several children in this program
for Combs-Carroll, according to at present and possibilities of
an announcement made by Ron more to attend.
Jackson and Paul Shapiro, co- -The purpose of the Day Care
chairmen of the committee.
Center is to teach the young
skills,
Outland is principal of the children
self-care
Faxon Elementary School. He language development, motor
over
knocked
and his wife, Ruth Ann, have two and hand coordination, and to
The tornado moved this mobile home residence of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wessell and baby off of its foundation and
children, Susan Frances and teach better social ability.
on
the LP gas tanks at the rear of the home. The large fuel oil tank near the center of the trailer was left precariously balanced
Sherida Ann. Johns serves as Volunteer workers help with (Continued From Page One)
(Staff Photo by Gene PricCuCcemon)
pastor of the South Pleasant these children each day along Council and the Inter-Fraternity
two legs. ,
Grove United Methodist Church with the teacher. These are Council will be canvassing the
and he and his wife, Chris, have people of our community who are city of Murray for the Heart Fund
one child, Christopher. Overbey, interested in helping others and on Sunday.
LETTERS EDITOR
a local attorney, currently serves do receive much JO Out of this
In addition to distributing other
as city judge. He and his wife work. These children have come heart-saving literature, a new
iContinued From Page One
Sue, have three children, Stacy a long way in three years.
Thank you for the fine coverage
pamphlet with helpful in.'His Hands" will be the subject and is a was undamaged.
Mark, and Jon.
"The parents of the Association formation-- about the warning
given Youth Week recently obsheets of metal roofing The Action Corps'it dints:Reed have great hopes for the future of
served by Memorial Baptist
WtfltsniR Moore,-age 23,of of the sermon by Dr.-Frank Large
signs of heart attacks will be
events 1105 Olive Street, Murray, has Tinder at the 10:45 a.m. service lay on the north side of the of Young Democrats between the older children that will be in need enclosed, according to Miss
special
the
of
All
Church.
District
Dr. Wayne Lamb,
of
yard
the
in
supand
Road
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are
the
Wiswell
at
21,
who
35
to
February
ages of 18
of,a workshop in.our community. Burkholder. Funds collected will
the week were well at- been charged with of alcohol in Sunday,
Superintendent of the Paris during
Miss porting Combs and Carroll in the These children, after age 16, are
tended and seemed to be enjoyed dry option territory and illegal Christian Church. His scripture the home occupied by
be used to help in the fight
District of the United Methodist
John 201 19- Barbara Alexander and Miss May Democratic primary. The not allowed to continue in the
by all.
possession of alcohol after a raid reading will be from
against heart dieeases including ,
*arch, will be the guest speaker
additional
Bennett.
Norma
that
said
23.
Robertson
chairmen
trainable class at
Thanks also for publishing at his home last night about nine
reheurnatic fever, inborn heart_
at boil' the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
Dr. Tinder's topic for the five Neighbors called the Kengas appointments to committee will School. Some type of program defects, hardening of the
items concerning other o'clock, according to the Murray
• services or. Sunday at the First news
p.m. vesper service will be Corporation to check on the LP be announced in the near future. must be provided for these young teries, high blood pressure;.
activities of our church Police Department.
United Methodist Church.
"Through The Valley" with the gas containers at one of the
appeople who do need a program to stroke, and of course heart at.
We
year.
the
with
Police
throughout
City
the
by
raid
The
;
has
ct superintendent
The
scripture reading from Psalm 23. mobile homes,since both of them
help further their education. tack.
much.
very
Murray
this
the
preciate
of
assistance
the
served some of the leading
the 'were knocked over the the mobile
There is a class at Benton, When the volunteer finds no one.
State University campus police George Landolt will be
churches of the Memphis ConKentucky and we hope to either at home, he or she will leave a
Pastor was made after a search warrant worship leader and Bryan home was shoved over on top of
&
Committee
Youth
appointment
ference before his
Warner will be the candle lighter. them. It was thought that
into this program, or have one preaddressed mail-in envelope in
get
Church
Baptist
Judge
Memorial
City
by
signed
been
had
by Bishop Ellits Finger to his
Elders serving Sunday will be perhaps the gas lines might have
of our own, as we feel these which your contribution may be
Jerrell White, Pastor
William Donald Overbey.
One)
present office.
Page
and the home may (Continued From
children deserve the best possible sent conveniently to the Heart
Moore, a student at Murray Rupert Parks and Dr. MO been ruptured
An irdornial evening worship
have filled with gas. The Murray
program available to help them Fund chairman for Murray, Mrs.
Wiped&
in
appear
to
scheduled
is
State,
sanc68
the
cent
per
Calloway
in
held
be
will
gave
service
Water & Sewer System was also shots
develop their fullest potential. Willard Ails.
to
date.
later
a
at
Court
City
special
tuary at seven p.m. with
called to cut off the water to the from the stripe.
Ne are grateful for your
Taken in the raid were thirty
All residents are urged to give
The Bombers hit 50 per cent
music under the direction of Paul
six-packs of Budweiser beer,
trailer. This trailer was occupied from the field, on 29 out of 57 support of the Bun Wilson Show, generously to the 1971 Heart
Shahan.
fund-raising
twenty six-packs of Busch l
From The
Fund volunteer who will call at
by a young couple, Mr. and Mrs. attempts. Eighty-one per cent of which was our main
The Senior High and Junior
Billy Wessel and their baby boy. their free shots came from 21 out program for the year 1970."
Bavarian beer, four fifths of
your home on Sunday, February
High Youth Fellowship will meet
Boone's Apple wine, three fifths
21.
Mr Wessel attends Murray State of 26 tries.
at 5:45 p.m. Sunday for supper
University and Mrs. Wessel were The Bombers outrebounded the
of Andree Cold Duck, four fifths
programs
separate
with
of Red Ripple wine, five ks pints Mike Ingrasia, 575 Purce in the mobile home at the time Calloway team by ten, 3424. Of
following.
Quotes from the News
of Bali Hai wine, four fifths of Street, Hill Side, New Jersey, has the wind struck. She and the baby the 34 turnovers during the game, IT WAS A BLAST
Mountain
The Kentucky
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
DANCE AT CLUB
Mission Truck is scheduled to be By United Press International Bali Hai wine, and one It pint of spent a week at Murray State left the home immediately after Calloway had 19 mistakes to BIRKENHEAD, England The Kappa Alpha Order from
owned
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to
The
according
ruin,
incident.
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repairgas
the
as
23.
UM-Just
the
15.
where
I
Ballard's
University
he
a
February
gave
here on Tuesday,
TEL AVIV-Eileen Blaiberg,
Murray State University will
man finished fixing a gas leak have a dance at the Hopkins Club
lecture to an Art Education class. by Henry West. The overturned
SCORING
Persons having clothing or other widow of Dr. Philip Blaiberg, police.
Jerry
by
The 1970 graduate of MSU stayed mobile home is owned
Calloway (511-Roney 9, Wyatt his flashlight failed. Tom on U.S. Highway 641 North
articles for the mission are asked the heart transplant patient, on
3, Crawford 9, Ferguson 1, Kline Fowler watched in horror as tonight ( Sa
at Franklin Hall dormitory while
to leave them at the education her impending marriage:
turday ).
the man reached into his
in Murray.
building at the church.
"I am looking forward to a
ericse.is the second tornado that 12, Sears 7, Chapman 10.
PiTh
Ballard (11)-Powell 14, pocket, drew out a match and
While a student here, Ingrasia has struck along the Wiswell
little peace and quiet in my
was a member of Mu Kappa Road. Some years ago, on July Martin 16, Harrington 2, Hen- struck it.
life. I am sick and tired of all
Sigma historian fraternity and 13, 1963 a tornado touched down derson 15, Humphrey 2, Allen 12, The city gas board has
the headlines."
Bro. Roy Beasley will be served as president of the near the home of Joe Friday Howie, 12, O'Daniels 2, Steward promised to pay for parts of
the staircase ripped out in the
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-For- speaking on "What Is The Newman Club. He is presently about one and one-half miles 2, Deweese 4,
ensuing blast, as well as for
mer Arkansas Gov. Winthrop Church?" at the 10:40 a.m. teaching an art class in New further west, blowing a large tree
electric wiring, the family
his service on Sunday at the Seventh Jersey and also sells his work in down onto the home, and causing
announcing
Rockefeller
refrigerator and six bottles of
separation from his wife the and Poplar Church of Christ. The two art galleries there.
other property damage. The
tom's beer which were blown to
Ingrasia said he likes Murray worst tornado in recent years is
scripture from Matthew 1613-19
former Jeannett
bits_
and its people and wanted to the one that hit near Kirksey
(Continued From Page One
"Our work ... has taken us will be read by James Dowdy
increasingly an different direc- "Your Hear Such Strange return to see his friends. He left March 4, 1964 and traveled
COOKEVII.I.E, Tenn.-"How tions making a traditional Things About The Church of today for New Jersey.
northeast to cause great damage. period to move in front 17-11
quarter.
bcould we play such a great game homelife impossible and leading Christ" will be the sermon topic
No one was killed in this tor- going into the second
pulled
one night and then come back inevitably to some conflicts." by Bro. Beasley at the six p.m.
nado in Calloway County, The Tigers steadily
with such a bad one?"
service Sunday. Jerry Howard
however, three were killed in away from the visiting Purples
(, It was a rhetorical question, TOKYO - Peking's People's will read the scripture from Acts
Marshall County. Another tor- for the rest of the game, holding a
57-40 at the
and Tennessee Tech basketball Daily commenting on the 2:37-47.
Phone 753-1372
nado struck April 3 1968 in 38-24 lead at the half,
,coach Connie Inman wasn't invasion into Laos:
Prayers are scheduled to be led
*
Calloway County in the Alm°. end of the third period and the
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
really expecting an answer, but "By spreading the flames of by D. E. Yates, Paul Ragsdale,
Dexter area, killing two young final 75-52.
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
he hopes one comes to the Golden war to the door of China, U.S. James Thurmond, and S. V. Foy. A traffic collision occurred people, Mr. and Mrs. Doug Ladd, Murray High moves into its
Eagles before Saturday and imperialism is on a course The announcements will be by Friday at 2:40 p.m on the when their home was destroyed. final week of play next week
Monday night's home games with posing a grave menace to Jim Gough and the song service parking lot of the Bel Air Shop- Winds of tornadic force have before the District Tournament
Austin Pray and Murray State. China."
will be held by Josiah Darnall. ping Center, but no injuries were struck several times in the which begins March 4. On
Tuesday night the Tigers will be
listed on the report filed by the Deltedr tahreea.w
Over the weekend in Bowling
investigating officers of the
Green, the Eagles challenged MOSCOW-Russian scientists
wind touched down hosted by the Mayfield Cardinals
Murray Police Department.
ninth-ranked Western Kentucky sey Lunokhod One moon robot
seconds later, it would have and on Saturday the Bengals will
Cars involved were a 1961 struck in the two large mobile travel to Fulton County.
and came close to making good will continue working when it
Dodge four door driven by Milzia home courts located on either The Murray B-Team lost a
their threat before bowing, 67-57. awakes from the next 14-day
Veiled Prime imermatonsi
Coleman Ellis of 210 North 12th side of the Wise/ell Road near the heartbreaker to the Lone Oak B's
But at Middle Tennessee Monday lunar night:
Street, Murray, and a 1965 intersection of the road with last night in overtime, 46-41.
night, they were out-hustled, out- "The Soviet automatic vehicle
Plymouth two doer owned by South Sixteenth Street. These The Murray B-Team had
rebounded, and out-scored to the LAmokhod One has completely
tune of 69-60. Earlier in the fulfilled its planned program of
Kentucky: Considerable Grover W. James and driven by mobile home courts are heavily started the final frame with a 32season Tech had dumped the three months of work on the cloudiness north and fair south Helen Ezell James of Murray populated and some injuries or 24 deficit but held the Flash to
only 5 points in the final frame
Blue Raiders by 16 points, 74-58. lunar surface, and it will today. Increasing cloudiness Route Four.
deaths could have resulted.
and poured in 15 of their own to
"There's no way we can play continue experiments in the Sea tonight and mostly cloudy Sun- Police said Ellis was east and
tie the score a 39-39 at the end of
Austin Peay and Murray State of Rains."
day- _Chance of rain west and Mrs. James, going north, was
regulation play.
like we played Middle Tennessee
central portion Sunday. Little turning right, when the cars Mrs. 0. C. Mclemort
The Baby BengaLs could only
and hope to survive," said Inchange in temperatures. Highs collided.
OES CALL wiErr
manage 2 points in the OT period
Damage to the Ellis car was on Undergoes Eye Surgery
60s
and
north
50a
upper
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